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1~@&fJTwo and three electrode impedance measurements were made on 18650 Li-ion cells at cliff nt
QBtemperatures ranging from 35°C to -40”C. The ohmic resistance of the cell is nearly consta i

the temperature range studied although the total cell impedance increases by an order of )’ j

magnitude in the same temperature range. In contrast to what is commonly beIieved, we show
from our three-electrode impedance results that, the increase in cell impedance comes mostly
from the cathode and not from the anode. Further, the anode and cathode contribute to both the
impedance loops (in the NyQuist plot).

In recent years Li-ion batteries are being
used in a variety of electronic products
including camcorders, lap top computers,
cellular telephones and also are being
considered for military and space
applications. The explosive growth in the
use of this chemistry in turn has generated
interest in the evaluation of the Li-ion cells
using techniques such as impedance’,
Accelerated Rate Calorimeterz’ q (ARC),
aimed at understanding the fundamental
electrical, electrochemical, thermal
behavior, capacity degradation etc.. Few
papers are published on the full cell
impedance behavior of the 18650 cells. A
typical NyQuist plot of the cell impedance
shows an inductive tail at high frequency
followed by two loops at lower frequencies.
The inductive tail has been observed by
others for Li-MoS2 cells4 and in that case
has been attributed to the jelly-roll and/or
porous electrode design. The inductive tail
in the case of 18650 cells could also be due
to a similar design feature. None of the
publications except one5 has assigned which
loop corresponds to which electrode.
Ozawa5, from his 2-electrode impedance
data, has assigned the larger loop at low
frequencies in the NyQuist plot to the anode
and the smaller (left to the larger loop) loop
to the cathode. He has supported these
assignments with the observations from two
related impedance measurements. The first

measurement was carried out on a fully
charged carbon anode (similar to the one
used in his two- electrode measurement) in a
half-cell and the other measurement was
carried out on a LiCoOj cathode eiectrode of
different areas, again in half-cells. The half-
cell measurement with carbon anode shows
one large semicircle similar to the large one
in his full cell measurement and LiCo02
half-cell studies gave small loop which
increased in size as the area of the cathode
was decreased. Two other publications> 7
subsequently published, used these
assignments to interpret their impedance
data.

At Sandia National Laboratories
currently we are evaluating commercial
18650 and larger Li-ion cells to define their
electrical, electrochemical and thermal
performance envelopes for different
applications. The charge/discharge
performance of these cells at subambient
temperatures is very poor8. We have studied
systematical] y the 2 and 3-electrode
impedance characteristics of the commercial
18650 Li-ion cells. This letter describes
some of our impedance studies. Our three-
electrode impedance data clearly indicates
that, the assignments by others of the loops,
in the NyQuist plot, from the two- electrode
measurements to the cathode and anode are
erroneous.
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Experimental
Although we have studied the impedance
characteristics of 18650 cells of different
manufacturers we will discuss only data
pertaining to the Sony. cells since the
behavior of the other cells is similar to that
of the Sony cell. For cell impedance
measurement, a Princeton Applied Research
(PAR) potentiostat (model 273A) equipped
with a 1255 Solatron Oscillator and
controlled by impedance software Model
398 was used. The impedance of the Li-ion
cells was measured from 65 kHz to .0.1 Hz
as a function of temperature for three
different OCVS (Open Circuit Voltages).
The cell impedance was measured both in a
2-electrode and 3-electrode configuration.

We performed the 3-electrode (the third

electrode being a Li reference electrode)
impedance measurements to locate more
accurately the source of the impedance
increase especially at lower temperatures
and to correctly assign the two loops in
the NyQuist plots to the two electrodes
(anode and cathode). The cell
cofilguration was modified to
accommodate the Li reference electrode
in the mandrel hole that runs along the
length of the cell at the center. Both the
bottom and the top of the cell were
carefilly cut-open in a glove box with a
Dremel tool and subsequently tabs were
attached to the anode and cathode for
electrical contacts. After the cell was
opened at both ends, it was never
exposed to air, to prevent degradation of
the cell components by reacting with
oxygen and water vapor. A Li reference
electrode made before hand was
introduced in to the cell through the
mandrel hole. The reference electrode
assembly consists of a thin platinum
wire and a -1 mm diameter glass tube.
The platinum wire is fused at one end to
the glass tubing. The other end of the

platinum wire sticks out the opposite end
of the glass tubing for electrical contact.

The fised end of the glass tubing was
made flat by polishing to form a
platinum disc electrode of tiny area and
lithium metal was cold-welded to the flat
platinum electrode. This completes the
reference electrode assembly. The cell
with the reference electrode was kept in
a plastic beaker to which Sony type
electrolyte {Ethylene Carbonate,
Propylene Carbonate and Diethyl
Carbonate (1: 1:2 v/v) containing lM
LipF6} was added for impedance
studies. This assembly was then put in
a “Kerr Jar” for easy handling. The
initial operational checks (for internal
shorts, open circuit voltage etc.) were
done in a glove box. The impedance
measurements were carried out at
different temperatures and cell
temperatures during measurements were
controlled with a Tenney Jr. temperature
chamber (benchtop model, Union, New
Jersey).

Results and Discussion

Impedance Studies
2-Electrode Measurements:

Before opening the cells for the 3-
electrode studies 2-electrode impedance
measurements were made at different
temperatures and at three OCVS. In
Figure 1 is shown a typical NyQuist plot
for the Sony cell at 25°C at 4.1 V. As
described above the plot exhibits an
inductive tail followed by a small loop
and a larger loop. The high frequency
intercept at the x-axis corresponds to the
ohmic cell resistance. In Figure 2 are
shown similar NyQuist plots at different
temperatures from 35°C to -40°C. “These
plots indicate that the ohmic resistance
of the cell remains almost constant while
the total cell impedance (low frequency
x-axis intercept) increases by nearly 2
orders of magnitude. Similar results
have been reported by Andermanet al.8
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In Figure 3 is shown NyQuist plots for
three OCVS (4.1, V, 3.6, V and 3.1, V) at
-40”C. Again the ohmic resistance is the
same for the three OCVS although the
cell impedance increases going from 4.1
V to 3.1 V. In Figure 4 is shown the
plot of ohmic resistance (high frequency
x-axis intercept in a NyQuist plot) as a
fimction of temperature at two OCVS.
The ohmic resistances were comparable
at the two OCVS except at -40°C where
the ohmic resistance at 4.1 V is lower
than at 3.1 V. At 3.6 V the ohmic
resistance was comparable to the values
at 4.1 and 3.1 V.

3-Electrode Measurements:
Although the 2-electrode measurement
indicates that the interracial impedance
dominates, especially at lower
temperatures the cell impedance it
doesn’t tell us whether it is the anode or
the cathode electrode/electrolyte
impedance is responsible for the
increase. To identi$ which electrode is
the cause for the impedance increase we
carried out 3-electrode impedance
studies. The cell fabrication for the
measurement is described above in the
experimental section. In Figures 5 and

6 are given NyQuist plots for the anode,
cathode and the full cell impedance of
the opened cell (measured in 2-electrode
mode) at O“C and -20”C respectively.
The plots clearly show that the
impedance -of the anode/electrolyte
interface is lower than the
cathode/electrolyte interface which
dominates the overall cell impedance,
Further, both electrodes contribute to
both the loops with the cathode
contributing the most to the second loop.
In Figure 7 are compared the sum of the

anode and cathode impedances and the

2-electrode impedance (from figure 5) at

O°C. In Figure 8 are shown similar plots

at -20”C. The impedances obtained from
the 2-electrode measurement and the
sum of the anode and cathode (obtained
from the 3-electrode measurements) are
comparable which provides internal
check for the correctness of the
measurement. Our 3-electrode
impedance data very clearly indicates
that:
1)

2)

both the anode and the cathode
contribute to the two loops and
the cell impedance comes mostly
from the cathode/electrolyte
interface and not from the
anode/electrolyte interface as
suggested earlier by others.

Conclusions
2- and 3-electrode impedance studies
were made on 18650 Li-ion cells at
different temperatures ranging from
35°C to -40”C. Although the ohmic
resistance remains almost constant, the
total cell resistance increases by 100
times at sub-ambient temperatures. The
increase in cell impedance comes mostly
from the cathode/electrolyte interface as
shown by our 3-electrode study.
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Figure Captions

Figure l. NyQuist Plot ofa Fully Charged
Sony 18650 Li-ion cell at 25”C.

Figure 2a. NyQuist Plot ~f a Sony 18650 Li-
ion cell at Different Temperatures from
35°C to O“c.

Figure 2b. NyQuist Plot of a Sony 18650 Li-
ion cell at -20°C and -40”C.

Figure 3. NyQuist Plot of a Sony 18650 Li-
ion cell at -40°C for Three Open Circuit
Voltages.

Figure 4. plot of ohmic resistance vs.

Temperature for Sony Cell at two Open
Circuit Voltages.

Figure 5. NyQuist Plots of impedances of

the anode, cathode and the fill cell at O“C.

Figure 6. NyQuist Plots of impedances of
the anode, cathode and the fill cell at -20”C.

Figure 7. NyQuist Plots of impedances of

the fill cell and the sum of the anode and
cathode and at O“C.

Figure 8. NyQuist Plots of impedances of
the fill cell and the sum of the anode and
cathode and at -20°C.
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Ohmic Resistance of Sony 18650 at Different
Temperatures.
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Figure 5
Sony Cell: Impedances of the anode, Cathode and

the full cell at OC.
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Sony Cell: Plots of Full Cell, anode and Cathode

Impedances at -20*C

Figure 6
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